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Abstract. To get useful information on a landmark and to activate appropriate
interaction related to that landmark can be a useful utility on mobile devices for
travelers, especially in new visiting places. This motivates our proposal to use
visual instance search to develop an interactive smart tourist guide system. Our
aim is to provide not only a more accurate way to recommend a landmark and its
information but also interesting and useful interactions around the landmark in
order to seamlessly integrate real life interaction with the retrieved information.
First, we develop our visual instance search framework that is optimized for
speed and can achieve the accuracy approximating novel methods. Then, we
apply our framework to the landmark recognition problem to replace the tra-
ditional approach of classification. Lastly, we apply our framework to our smart
tourist guide system to identify a landmark, to provide its information as well as
related interactions when given a landmark image. By incorporating visual
instance search and interactive information, we can provide more accurate and
seamlessly natural way of searching and interacting with landmarks for pas-
sengers and visitors in tourism.

Keywords: Visual instance search � Smart tourist guide � Landmark
recognition

1 Introduction

For travelers, when they arrive at an unknown location, they feel out-of-place because
they are not familiar with their surroundings. When they are standing in front of a
building, they would want to know basic information about the building, such as
opening time, main attractions, registration for upcoming events, or booking for
entrance ticket, etc., so that they can participate or plan their sight-seeing trip. When
you see images of a beautiful landmark from guide books or the internet, you may want
to know the name and location of that landmark, and possible landmarks which look
similar to the one you see. You may want instant interaction with that landmark such as
making a reservation or asking for services.
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In reality, there can be many services travelers can use to delight themselves in their
journey. Thus, they need a universal guide to provide them with useful up-to-date
information so that they can explore their surroundings and take advantage of available
services. The guide must also be able to retrieve their location accurately and conve-
niently so that their travelling experience is not disrupted. Traditionally, they would try
to search for their location with either Google or GPS to find out what attractions are
nearby. However, these approaches often bring them out-of-date or incorrect results.
GPS cannot identify correctly a user’s altitude so an indoor environment becomes an
obstacle for systems which rely only on localized information. GPS cannot identify
what the user is looking at if there are too many landmarks with tagged information in
front of the user. Information provided by GPS querying is mostly static and cannot be
used as they are not sorted with interactivity in mind. Users cannot interact with the
landmark with such information, they can only read and spend their time debating
while they could be using that time to explore and enjoy their journey more.

Therefore, we need a smart tourist guide system which can accommodate user’s
need for accurate and interactive information in real-time. We propose our smart tourist
guide application which tackles the stated problems. We propose using visual instance
search to accurately recommend the correct information to user when they try to find
information about their surroundings when they travel. Using visual instance retrieval
serves as another information channel to identify user’s landmark of interest. Impor-
tantly, we try to optimize our framework to minimize computational cost so that it can
run in real-time and in portable device such as mobile, tablet,… with the accuracy as
high as that of current state-of-the-art systems. Our proposed framework is based on
adjustment of visual instance search with some improvements with novel methods such
as natural soft assignment [1], RootSIFT [2], spatial re-ranking [3], query expansion
[4], database-side feature augmentation [2]. We also propose the augmentation of
interactive information such as: video, image, phone number, reservation booking, and
service registration if available at each landmark. This information allows instance
interaction with a landmark once the user query the landmark with our system. Our
objective with the smart tourist guide is to provide an accurate and interactive way for
travelers to explore their surroundings when they are travelling.

In this paper, the main contributions are as follows: We propose the idea and realize
successfully a smart tourist guide system which provides users with accurate infor-
mation corresponding to a landmark image. Furthermore, our system allows users to
interact with landmarks in a transparent way. Our visual instance search module is
validated with the Oxford 5K dataset [3] and achieves a precision of 0.921 which can
approximate the current state-of-the-art of 0.929 [2]. Then we utilize our visual instance
search module as the core of our system of smart tourist guide. We create our own
dataset of landmarks from Ho Chi Minh City, Montreal, and Toronto and conduct real
experiments with volunteers to demonstrate the use of visual instance search in land-
mark recommendation and interaction.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2 we discuss existing
works related to our proposed system. In Sect. 3, we present our proposed system of
smart tourist guide by applying visual instance search. In addition, we also discuss our
new proposed enhancements for our retrieval system in comparing with previous work
of Arandjelović and Zisserman [2]. We analyze and evaluate our proposed system on
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3 datasets, including Oxford 5K [3], Zurich building [5], and Caltech building [6] in
Sect. 4. Selected real scenarios of usage with volunteers on landmark recognition and
interactions in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam, and Montreal and Toronto in Canada are
also presented in Sect. 4. Finally, we provide our conclusion in Sect. 5.

2 Related Works

GPS location and direction retrieval using compass have been used to recommend
information about location by many existing applications in the market such as:
Foursquare, and Google. However, the results from using GPS often contain many
redundant results which requires user to manually search again to find the correct result.
Moreover, GPS and compass information cannot capture the true object which the user
is looking at therefore the accuracy of the recommendation may decrease. GPS posi-
tion’s height can be faulty in indoor environment so the landmark which is being
focused by the user cannot be accurately identified. The user’s orientation is another
factor that needs to be considered when recommending a landmark as we should only
recommend landmarks that are in front of the user which catch his attention.

We proposed the use of landmark image for accurate landmark recommendation.
Using the landmark image, we can identify exactly what is being looked at. In order to
achieve our objective of accuracy, we use visual instance search to identify the land-
mark because of the following reasons. For classification, landmark with the same
shape or feature but different in label be hard to classify when in truth we can rec-
ommend any label if the provided image contain similar set of feature with the images
in the database. Furthermore, classification is not robust to new additional class which
is for every additional class we must retrain the classification model. In contrast, visual
instance search can overcome classification shortage because it can retrieve images that
are similar to the query image. The retrieved image’s landmark label can be aggregate
to find the correct class of the query image; we can also return multiple classes to the
user for variety. When new landmark is added to the system they are simply embedded
into the embedding space of the image database without the need to change or retrain
any component of the system which make expansion and maintenance less costly
compared to the classification approach. In this paper, we have implement a visual
instance retrieval system and evaluate it on three dataset Oxford 5K [3], Zurich
building [5], and Caltech building [6]. As we plan to adapt our system in real-time
usage, we prioritize the ability to scale and the speed of the retrieval operation of the
system. We then investigate the best method on how to increase the speed of our
system without the sacrifice of accuracy.

Based on the previous tendency, a popular technique to model visual instance
search is “bag-of-visual-words” model, which is inspired by text classification problem
using bag-of-words. In pre-processing stage, image representation methods widely
used are hard-assignment or soft-assignment [3]. However, these methods are not good
in case of repeated structure which is usually found in man-made landmark such as
building, fences, and attractions… In this work, we use natural soft-assignment which
is introduce Akihiko Torii in 2013 to compute visual words and make BOW-vector
better for urban landmark recognition [1]. In addition, we also enhance this stage by
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using burst weighting method to reduce influence of a visual word that frequently occur
on image onto computing similarity. In Arandjelović et al.’s framework for landmark
retrieval, they introduce and implement the Discriminative Query Expansion (DQE) [2]
technique which proves to give better precision than Average Query Expansion [4] at
the cost of increasing query time computational complexity. The sacrifice of query
computation cost is not acceptable for real-time application because of user experience
and server computation cost. Arandjelović et al. also propose the use of database-side
feature augmentation [2], which is complementary to query expansion, to enhance
database’s image representation. Database-side feature augmentation is computed
during training so it does not affect the query time complexity.

3 Proposed System of Smart Tourist Guide

3.1 Overview

The smart tourist guide system consists of 3 parts: a mobile application, a server for
data communication with the mobile application, and a server for visual instance
search.

Our smart tourist guide system receives input from the user’s application. When the
user’s application sends an image of a landmark to our system’s server, it retrieves a
possible candidate for the landmark. Upon having the landmark identifier, our system
searches for interactive and useful information to display to the user. Depending on the
landmark, different information and interactions of various kinds can be selected for
display. Common information which is available for any landmark includes: phone
number, opening hour, address, GPS location, direction guidance, images, and videos.
Information that are more specific are ticket information, booking information, and
other direct services. In Fig. 1, we demonstrate the work flow of our system and the
possible information which can be available with our system.

In Fig. 2, we describe in detail the flow of data in our system. First, a mobile device
captures an image from any source. Then, the image is use to retrieve interactive
information stored on the server. At the heart of our system is the visual instance search
module of the server. We decouple the retrieval server and the content serving server in
order to increase the maintainability of our service as the image retrieval module can be
duplicated, maintain, and scale for faster and more accurate retrieval.

We implement our user application on Windows Phone 10 platform in order to
have a fast development pace as we are experience in the platform. We implemented
our content serving server in NodeJS for speed and maintainability. We implemented
our visual instance search server in C++ for speed and accuracy. In Sect. 3.2, we
present in details our implementation of the visual instance search system. Our visual
instance search system is implemented through our study of Philbin et al. [3] and
Arandjelovic et al.’s framework [2], we also augmented techniques that are useful in
increasing precision while still preserve the time complexity.
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3.2 Visual Instance Search System

We build our visual instance search system based on the bag of word model proposed
by Sivic and Zisserman [7]. The framework of the bag of word model has three main
steps which are feature extraction, codebook training by feature clustering, feature
quantization.

In our implementation, we use a modified version of the SIFT feature detector and
descriptor proposed by Perdoch et al. [8] as it proves to be effective for feature

Fig. 2. Interactive landmark information retrieval

Fig. 1. Query process of the smart tourist guide system
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matching. We use the approximate K-mean proposed by Muja and Lowe [9]. Instead of
traditional K-mean algorithm to speed up the K-mean clustering and quantization
process. We also use the natural soft assignment strategy proposed by Torii et al.
RootSIFT, average query expansion, spatial re-ranking, and database-side feature
augmentation techniques.

Figure 3 illustrates the indexing phase of our visual instance search system where
each image in the database is assigned a bag of word representation for subsequence
retrieval operation. In the indexing phase, we use the inverted document frequency to
down weight visual words that appear in many images.

3.2.1 Natural Soft Assignment
Repetitive pattern is one of the problem of image representation which is taken into
consideration. The bag of word performs poorly when it is applied on images with
repetitive patterns because duplicating features over weight a visual word. An
over-weighted visual word affects the cosine metric when we calculate difference
between image representations. The problem only exacerbates when repeated features
are background feature and do not contribute to the object instance.

In order to alleviate the problem of repetitive feature, we need to successfully
identify them and treat them differently from other features. Torii et al. [1] proposed
using a relational graph between each feature to represent their similarity and treat the
graph connected component as similar feature cliques. Let the maximum number of
visual word a feature can vote to be n. Depending on the size of the clique, the number
of visual word vote per feature is inversely proportional to the size of the clique.

Finally, Torii et al. introduce a new weighting function for each casted visual word
vote. Let denote i to be the order proximity between a feature f and a visual word k. The
weight for visual word k is w:

Database-side feature 

Feature extraction

Hessian RootSi

Clustering

Approximate
K-mean

Quantization

tf-idf weightingBuild inverted 

…Visual-word 
vectors

Natural so -assignment

Fig. 3. Build index for image dataset step
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w ¼ 2� i�1ð Þ ð1Þ

Torii et al. also introduce a threshold of 1 over all visual word to further limit the
visual word weight to deal with identical features [1].

3.2.2 RootSIFT
RootSIFT [2] is a mapping of SIFT to another space where SIFT descriptor can be
measure for difference more robustly. In the original bag of word model, SIFT
descriptor is cluster using the K-means algorithm on Euclidean metric though SIFT is
originally a histogram. Transforming a SIFT descriptor to RootSIFT is the same as
embedding a new metric. The metric which is associate with RootSIFT is the Hellinger
distance. Arandjelovic et al. proposed the use of RootSIFT as a replacement for SIFT in
every SIFT comparison task and have tested the accuracy of using RootSIFT with SIFT
with the feature matching problem. The result shows that more feature were matched
correctly.

Let x be the SIFT feature and x0 be the RootSIFT feature, the transformation is
defined to be:

x0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
x
xj j

r
ð2Þ

3.2.3 Spatial Re-Ranking
The bag of word model suffer from a basic property of image which is the loss of
feature’s geometrical information. Geometrical information can describe the shape and
size of an object in an image, especially landmark images where building shape plays
an important role in identifying the building. Therefore, we use spatial re-ranking [3] to
effectively eliminate images that are inconsistent in shape with the query image’s
landmark. In order to determine the consistency in shape between two buildings, we
first perform feature matching by comparing the visual words to which they have been
clustered. A match is found when they have at least one common visual word. From the
matched key points, we estimate the homography matrix to transform all points from
the first image to the second image. Homography matrix is the matrix that transform
one point’s location to its corresponding matched point’s location with possible minor
error. The best homography matrix is the matrix that have the most correctly trans-
formed points. After estimating the homography matrix and finding the number of
points that the homography matrix can transform correctly, we sort the ranklist by the
number of correctly transformed point.

3.2.4 Average Query Expansion
Average query expansion [4] help provide a way to increase recall through the
aggregation of the query image and the reliable retrieved images. Chum et al. proposed
the family of query expansion techniques and evaluate their effectiveness on the Oxford
dataset [4]. Average query expansion achieve the third highest result among 5 methods
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Chum et al. proposed. Average query expansion is using the average of the query bag
of word vector and the top m\50 bag of word vector to query the dataset.

davg ¼ 1
mþ 1

d0 þ
Xm
i¼1

di

 !
ð3Þ

3.2.5 Database-Side Feature Augmentation
While query expansion methods can be viewed as improving the query vector
database-side feature augmentation [2] attempt to improve the bag of word vector of all
dataset images. We perform a query for each image in the dataset and build a relational
graph between each image with each other based on the returned ranklist. The query
phase in database-side feature augmentation can contain all previous techniques to
enhance the result of the ranklist. The quality of the ranklist directly affect the aug-
mentation as incorrect results may cause the augmentation to be incorrect. Then we
augment each image in the dataset with features from adjacent images and build a new
bag of word representation for each image with the newly imported features or visual
words. The new bag of word vector now contain not only feature from its image but
also features from images that is similar to it. The new feature may enhance the main
object’s visual words so that the weighting of such visual word is increased. Occluded
features of the landmark may be augmented for more accurate query result even if the
database image suffer from occlusion.

4 Experiments

In Sect. 4, we describe our experiments to validate two goals which are evaluation of
the visual instance search system and evaluation of the application of the visual
instance search system to landmark recommendation. Through the experiment our
system must proves to be accurate for landmark classification and be able to provide
interactive information when a user search for a landmark with an image. Evaluation of
the visual instance search system provides a baseline for the landmark recommendation
as the precision of the visual instance search. In order to evaluate the visual instance
search system, we perform instance experiments on standard datasets which are Oxford
5K [3], Zurich building [5], and Caltech building [6]. The detail of the experiment is
described in Sect. 4.1. We also conduct experiment on our system as a whole in
real-time situation. The experiment is conducted with a predefined scenario which is
described in Sect. 4.2.

4.1 Visual Instance Search

In this section, we describe our evaluation of our system with the Oxford 5K dataset.
The Oxford 5K dataset contain 5063 images of 11 landmarks building from Oxford.
There are 55 query images and a provided ground truth for each query. Each query
ground truth have types: Good, Ok, Junk, Absent (Fig. 4).
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For each query image, we calculate the average precision on the returned rank-list.
The average precision is the area under the precision-recall curve. We use the mean
value of average precisions over all queries to evaluate the efficiency of our system. We
run multiple instance of our system in which we progressively integrate more tech-
niques to better illustrate the effectiveness of each technique on the precision of the
system. We run our visual instance search system on the Oxford 5K dataset with 4
configuration corresponding to 4 major techniques we implemented which are natural
soft assignment, spatial re-ranking, query expansion, and database-side feature aug-
mentation. We use the result from Philbin et al. and Arandjelovic et al. as our baseline
for comparison. Minor techniques such as burst weighting, Perdoch et al.’s SIFT are
added as a default step in all of our configuration. Our result from these configurations
ascertain the effectiveness of the techniques we have studied.

Table 1 illustrate that our system outperforms the base line implementation by
Philbin et al. Our best configuration which is comprise natural soft assignment, spatial
re-ranking, average query expansion, database-side feature augmentation can approx-
imate the current state-of-the-art method proposed by Arandjelovic et al. The different
in mean average precision is the result of using average query expansion in place of
discriminative query expansion for time complexity reduction.

After evaluating our visual instance search performance, we evaluate the system’s
ability to correctly classify a landmark. We use the Zurich building and Caltech

Fig. 4. Query images from Oxford 5K dataset

Table 1. Visual instance search result on the Oxford 5K dataset

Methods Mean average precision

Philbin et al. [3] 0.720
Our bag of word implementation 0.845
Spatial re-ranking 0.846
Average query expansion 0.904
Database-side feature augmentation 0.921
Arandjelovic and Zisserman [2] 0.929
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building dataset to evaluate the classification ability of our system. We use the label of
the top 1 image in the rank-list to determine the label of the query image. The Zurich
image dataset consists of 1005 images of 201 buildings and 115 query images with
ground truth label. The Caltech building dataset contains 250 images from 50 building,
we use leave one out validation to calculate the accuracy of our system on Caltech
building dataset.

Our results on the Zurich and Caltech building dataset proves that our visual
instance search system can adapt to the landmark classification problem as the accuracy
can approximate current state-of-the-art on the two datasets.

Table 2 shows that the classification accuracy of our method is only second to the
state-of-the-art on the Zurich building dataset. As we only take the top 1’s label of
the ranklist to be the result, the accuracy can be increased if other aggregation on the
ranklist is performed.

Table 3 shows that our system, which is designed for visual instance search, out-
performed classification schemes on the Caltech building dataset. This result proves
that visual instance search scheme can be apply to classification problems on landmark.
Moreover, visual instance search system can be flexible in its result compared to
classification system. The rank-list returned by the visual instance search system can be
used to output more than one class of landmark if true landmark resembles other
landmarks. We can at the same time do landmark recommendation based on the
landmark image that the user query.

4.2 Smart Tourist Guide

In this section, we describe our experiment of the smart tourist guide system in real
situation where a user performs a landmark search with an image. For this experiment,
we have built our own dataset of landmarks from Vietnam and Canada. The dataset
contains 10 landmarks from Vietnam and Canada.

Table 2. Landmark recognition result on Zurich building dataset

Methods Accuracy

Our implementation 0.965
Random subwindows [10] 0.960
RGB Histograms [11] 0.940
LAF [12] 1.000

Table 3. Landmark recognition result on Caltech building dataset

Methods Accuracy

Our implementation 0.988
Casanova et al. [13] 0.960
Hedau et al. [14] 0.920
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We conduct experiments based on three main scenarios which was briefly described
in Sect. 1. The three main scenarios are: querying image taken from brochure, querying
image taken at the landmark, and querying Facebook friend’s shared image (Fig. 5).

Brochure is popular tool for providing information to traveler. However, brochure
has limited information and the cost of creating and updating a brochure is high.
Brochure often contains images of a landmark. Therefore, our system can take
advantage of brochure to provide information to travelers. Travelers can take an image
of the landmark presented in the brochure and our system provides them with inter-
active information such as direction, videos, image, and booking for the landmark’s
services. We have experimented with the Royal Ontario museum image and the system
correctly return the information of the museum.

Figure 6 shows that phone number, images, direction and the website with latest
news about the museum are returned and displayed. The result of the experiment shows

Fig. 5. Images from Vietnam and Canada landmark dataset

Fig. 6. Royal Ontario museum query and result
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that our system can give accurate and interactive information when a landmark image is
given for querying. Moreover, our system can perform accurately on a new dataset
which proves its flexibility and scalability.

Figure 7 demonstrate our second scenario where we use the Duc Ba cathedral
image shared from our friend on Facebook to query information about the cathedral.
The smart tourist guide successfully identify the cathedral and returned its information
such as: images, videos, and direction. Figure 7(b) shows the information that is
returned and its layout on the map for quick navigation.

Figure 8 describes the third scenario where a user capture an image at a landmark.
The smart tourist guide immediately recognize the landmark which is the St Joseph
observatory in this scenario. Information about location, history, videos, and more are
shown to the user. He can browse these information and decide to visit and interact
with the landmark.

Fig. 7. Query friend’s shared images and result

Fig. 8. Query with a captured landmark image
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Our experimenting scenarios proves that the smart tourist guide system can suc-
cessfully provide users with interactive and useful information in different situations.
Users do not need to be at the landmark for information they can spontaneously search
for information about every landmark they see whether it is on paper or internet. Our
experiments demonstrate the immense flexibility of our system in assisting users to
discover places and interact with them effectively.

5 Conclusions

In conclusion, we have built an interactive smart tourist guide system using our
implementation of a visual instance search system. Our visual instance search system
achieve 0.921 in mean average precision which can approximate the current
state-of-the-art result of 0.929 on Oxford dataset. When we apply our framework to
landmark recognition problem on the Zurich and Caltech dataset, we achieve an
accuracy of 0.952 and 0.988 respectively for the 2 datasets which is higher or
approximately the best result on these datasets. Our interactive smart tourist guide
system successfully provide user with landmark information given a landmark image,
the information is useful which allows user to make interaction with the landmark
immediately without delay. We demonstrate the use of visual instance search in
landmark recommendation can recommend accurately the landmark which is in
attention and provide a transparent way to interact with the landmark. We have also
build our own dataset of landmark images from Vietnam and Canada. In the future, we
plan to integrate more interactive information to allow user to manipulate and receive
more information. We want them to share their own experience and make recom-
mendation to other people after they have been to the landmark.
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